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In recent years, a number of methodological guides and review articles have attested to a
resurgence of ethnographic methods in political science.1 Undoubtedly part of the
appeal of this ethnographic turn, and particularly its interpretive variants, is the ability of
a researcher adopting an “ethnographic sensibility”2 to open up old debates within the
discipline and “invite novel ways of imagining the political.”3 The (re)emergence of
ethnography in comparative politics, in this sense, can be seen as a disruptive force
within the sub-discipline. Indeed, ethnographers challenge how political scientists study
everything, from subaltern resistance,4 to civil war violence,5 to authoritarian domination.6
While such work has made important theoretical advances, ethnography is still
often thought of as a method best suited for producing in-depth knowledge about a
single case.7 Ethnographers have good reasons—both epistemological and practical—to
conduct in-depth work on single cases or speciﬁc contexts. However, many
ethnographers conduct ﬁeld research in multiple sites or compare multiple practices
within a single site to develop theoretical insights. One can see, for example, how
comparisons have helped ethnographers better recognize changing patterns of global
governance and securitization across space by focusing on discrete ﬁeld sites,8 reveal
how concepts of democracy can have different meanings across language groups within
the same country,9 or identify causes of differing patterns of labor mobilization across
regions10—all insights that shed light on fundamental questions in comparative politics.
However, ethnographers are rarely explicit, either in ethnographic works themselves or
methodological work on ethnography, about the comparative logics that inform their
claims or the speciﬁc beneﬁts that follow from comparison.
This article has two goals: (1) to show that comparative ethnographic research can
advance understandings of political worlds and thus deserves a prominent place in the
repertoire of comparative politics and (2) to elaborate the logics of inquiry behind such
comparisons so that scholars will be better equipped to use them. We do so by making
the case for what we call “comparative ethnography,” by which we mean ethnographic
research that explicitly and intentionally builds an argument through the analysis of two
or more cases by tacking back and forth between cases to identify either similarities or
differences in the processes, meanings, concepts, or events across them in the service of
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broad theoretical arguments. Such a practice would push interpretive ethnographers to
think systematically about the process of naming and identifying “family resemblances”11
across cases through deliberate, extended comparisons. This comparative method would
help scholars name and theorize what they see and show how their insights translate to
other cases.12 Moreover, elaborating the logics of comparative ethnography will not only
beneﬁt ethnographers by codifying comparative practices appropriate for the method, it
may also make comparative ethnographic research more legible to scholars who approach
comparison through different methodological lenses than ethnographers and, as a result,
often think quite differently about the basic goals and practices of comparison.
Many scholars already practice what we call comparative ethnography, but why the
approach is useful for ethnographers is not as straightforward as it may seem. In part,
the approach is provocative because many ethnographers are critical of the modes of
comparison typically adopted in comparative politics (e.g., Mill’s methods13), which are
rooted in the natural sciences.14 Ethnographers (particularly interpretive ones) often
argue that the value of their method lies in its ability to illustrate the irreducibility of a
given explanation to a few variables that can be generalized to cases outside of the ones
directly under examination. Geertz’s famous dictum that to analyze a culture is “not an
experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning” is a
tag line that continues to inﬂuence countless works of ethnography, political and
otherwise.15 However, this search for meaning has arguably been a central roadblock to
ethnographic comparison as ethnographers strive to grapple with the complexities of
particular times and places. Indeed, if interpretive ethnography’s methodological
strengths are its focus on meaning-making practices and the unique features of cultures
or practices—all premised on time-consuming, deep immersion in a speciﬁc place—it
would seem challenging to pair comparative and ethnographic methods.
However, as we argue in greater detail below, scholars can overcome many of the
potential epistemological tensions in combining ethnographic and comparative methods
to good effect. To that end, we propose seven contributions that comparative ethnography
can make to our understandings of politics. We argue that comparative ethnography can
(1) allow ethnographers to show how their ﬁndings translate to other research contexts (a
critique with which many ethnographers who focus on a single case grapple), (2) bring
dynamics to the fore that might be missed by focusing solely on one ﬁeld site or one
practice within a ﬁeld site, (3) help scholars forefend against misplaced critiques about the
representativeness of a case, (4) allow ethnographers to better identify the phenomena
they study, (5) highlight contrasts in practices within ﬁeld sites, (6) provide opportunities
for collaboration among scholars that could lead to theoretical innovations, and (7) make
ethnographic studies more accessible to scholars who do not practice the method. While
we do not imagine that comparative ethnography will necessarily produce insights that
challenge ﬁndings from single-case studies (although they may), we do imagine that
comparative ethnographers will be able to say things about those case studies that would
not have been possible without explicitly comparative work.
Two or more cases are not always better than one. We do not intend to suggest that
comparative ethnography is always the best approach for ethnographic research, nor do
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we intend to make light of the challenges that ethnographic ﬁeldwork in two places
poses, including ﬁnancial and time constraints. In some studies, ethnographic research
on a single case or a single practice might be the best tactic. We do, however, argue that
comparative ethnography might yield new and different insights that sharpen a study’s
theoretical contribution and enhance its contribution to knowledge in the ﬁeld. As the
examples that follow show, explicit comparison is often essential to generating that
knowledge in the ﬁrst place.
Our perspectives are grounded in our training as scholars of comparative politics,
and we contend that comparative ethnography may be particularly useful to researchers
in our subﬁeld. However, we hope it becomes clear throughout the article that the
approach outlined here is not limited to comparative politics or even to political science.
Scholars from a number of sub-disciplines in political science—from international
relations,16 to American politics,17 to policy-oriented scholarship18—can put comparative ethnography to good use, particularly if they are equipped with the language and
logics to describe why and how comparison enhances their work.19

Conceptualizing Comparative Ethnography
What is comparative ethnography and why is it useful? As we state above, by comparative
ethnography we mean ethnographic research that explicitly and intentionally builds an
argument through the analysis of two or more cases. This deﬁnition requires unpacking.20
By “ethnographic research” we mean, ﬁrst and foremost, “immersion in the place and
lives of people under study,”21 not simply extended ﬁeldwork or lengthy interviews
(though both are likely involved). The ethnography to which we refer requires participant
observation; researchers are both observing and participating in the practices about which
they are inquiring.22 Ethnography, therefore, involves the adoption of an “ethnographic
sensibility”23—trying to understand the lived experiences of one’s interlocutors,
including how they make sense of their worlds. This entails attention to practices by
which interlocutors make their worlds meaningful, an associated commitment to
understanding the work that language and symbols do, an understanding of the world
as socially made, and an approach to knowledge that sees it as “historically situated
and entangled in power relationships.”24
Our understanding of cases also requires additional discussion. When we refer to
“cases” in political science we often mean particular places, organizations, or time periods.
However, in our view, cases can also refer to political processes, meaning-making practices,
concepts, or events, precisely the kinds of objects upon which ethnographers focus their
attention.25 We also do not assume, as we detail in greater depth below, that the cases must
be chosen ahead of time, although we argue there may be analytic advantages for doing so
in some circumstances. Rather, different cases that warrant comparison may emerge through
ethnographic immersion as new processes, practices, or meanings are uncovered.
Indeed, comparative ethnography may be particularly useful for scholars to identify
new processes, meanings, or practices as they tack back and forth between cases.
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Intentionality and explicitness in tacking back and forth across similarities or
differences to develop theoretical arguments is key. Ethnographers may implicitly
compare cases, for instance, by considering how a given phenomenon might occur
differently in their hometown or country. Being explicit about such comparisons,
however, would have the analytic advantage of bringing into sharper relief how
practices observed in a given ﬁeld site upend conventional understandings of a political
phenomenon, why existing explanations are not compelling for a particular ﬁeld site, or
how political meanings that seem obvious become less so when viewed across cases.
We highlight some of these advantages in the next section through a discussion of seven
speciﬁc works of comparative ethnography.

The Advantages of Comparative Ethnography
When conditions allow, adopting an explicitly comparative approach holds at least
seven advantages for ethnographers. First, through demonstrating complexity, analyzing
ambiguity, and investigating incoherence, comparative ethnography opens new
possibilities for theorizing in ways that are productively different from single-case
ethnography. It can also show that these novel explanations have potentially global
relevance. For instance, by comparing the daily work of peacekeeping initiatives across
multiple places and scales, Severine Autesserre provides new insights on why
peacekeeping so often fails to bring lasting peace despite massive monetary and military
investments.26 Where existing scholarship argues that peacekeeping initiatives fail
because of a lack of coordination among interveners, vested interests within such
organizations, or resource constraints, Autesserre argues that the daily practices, habits,
and narratives that peacekeepers use lead to failure. Peacekeepers tend to spend the
majority of their time interacting with one another rather than local populations. By
talking, eating, and living with one another they become inculcated in ideational
frameworks that prevent them from seeing local causes of conﬂicts and therefore fail to
engage in the local-level peacekeeping work necessary to produce durable peace. These
arguments are made compelling, in part, by the comparisons across cases and scales that
frame the book. By conducting ﬁeldwork in nine countries, in conﬂict zones’ capitals
and provinces, and in peacekeeping organizations’ headquarters and local ofﬁces,
Autesserre shows both the surprising breadth and the remarkable durability of the
practices she argues are responsible for peacekeeping’s failures. In other words, the
comparisons show that these are, indeed, general failures of peacekeeping, not problems
isolated to a particular case. Thus, comparison allows Autesserre to open up new
theoretical terrain for the study of peacekeeping and to show how those theories have
global relevance.
Second, comparison can help ethnographers question existing conceptual categories
and generate novel understandings of key political topics as a result. Fred Schaffer’s
work on the language of democracy in Senegal is an exemplar of these tactics.27 During
the course of his ﬁeldwork, Schaffer compares the usage of the French and Wolof words
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for democracy (democracie and demokaraasi, respectively). He ﬁnds that Senegalese
mean something very different when they use each word, despite the fact that the words
seemingly refer to the same abstract concept of a majority-ruled political system.
French-speaking Senegalese use the word to connote something akin to a procedural
understanding of democracy, whereas Wolof speakers use demokaraasi in ways that are
closer to ideas of social democracy. The effect of this conceptual tension is that French
and Wolof speakers have different concepts of what it means to hold their political
leaders accountable. It is Schaffer’s comparison across different languages (and, in
effect, regions) that enables him to uncover this important conceptual tension,
something that a focus on a single language or region would have prevented. It also
allows Schaffer to adopt an attitude of reﬂexivity—taking these two differing concepts
of democracy to reﬂect back on the concept of democracy in English-speaking
political contexts—and unearth hidden biases in how the concept is deployed in
everyday and academic language.28 Importantly, Schaffer’s research design does not
adhere to the norms of qualitative comparison that advocate for selecting cases with
negative and positive values on the outcome of interest.29 Instead, he looks to how
language works in two cases where meanings from one case reveal why meanings in
the other are politically signiﬁcant. Moreover, Schaffer’s comparison of two different
meanings in two different contexts allows him to use those varied meanings
reﬂexively to question concepts of democracy and accountability that prevail in
political science.30
Third, comparative methodological approaches may forefend against the dangers of
seeing speciﬁc contexts as necessarily representative of larger entities.31 The language
of “representativeness” might be appropriate for statistical work, but it usually makes
little sense for ethnographic analysis. Eric Klinenberg’s study of death rates during the
1995 Chicago heat wave is a good case in point.32 A key part of Klinenberg’s
explanation relies on a comparative analysis of two adjacent neighborhoods with
stunningly divergent rates of elder residents dying despite having similar levels of
elderly poverty and numbers of older residents, older residents living alone, and of
minority residents overall. The key difference between the two neighborhoods,
Klinenberg ﬁnds via ethnographic analysis, was their social ecologies. One neighborhood, despite being poor, was populated primarily by Mexican immigrants who had
built a bustling commercial corridor where older residents felt safe enough to venture
outside and ﬁnd respite from the lethal heat in their apartments. By contrast, the second
neighborhood was populated primarily by African Americans who had experienced the
adverse consequences of decades of social and economic segregation, which had left
behind a neighborhood with little commercial life and a hefty gang presence that made
older residents afraid to leave their homes, trapping them inside despite lethal heat.
Klinenberg leverages this comparison to show that poor, urban neighborhoods are not
interchangeable and that the subtle differences in the social ecologies of neighborhoods
can have major consequences for residents. By engaging in comparative work, as
Klinenberg does, ethnographers can forestall assumptions that their ﬁeld sites are
necessarily representative of a larger universe of cases. They can also add precision to
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their understandings of how the subtle differences among places that might seem similar
at the outset of a study affect politics.
Fourth, comparison may help scholars answer the question, “What type of political
phenomena am I observing anyway?” What the events a researcher studies are instances
of may be difﬁcult to discern without comparative methodological strategies.33 Such
comparison need not only be across different geographic locations; it could be across
different political practices. Consider Mario Small’s study of neighborhood effects of
social capital in a Boston barrio, Villa Victoria.34 By comparing the neighborhood
involvement of different generations of Villa Victoria residents, Small ﬁnds that the
neighborhood has much more heterogeneous forms of social capital than extant theories
recognized. Older generations evidenced one type of social capital by participating in
internal neighborhood associations at higher rates than younger generations. Meanwhile,
despite participating less in their own neighborhood than their forbearers, younger
generations had built sustained networks with residents of other, often more afﬂuent
neighborhoods—a different kind of social capital. In other words, through comparison
Small ﬁnds that social capital, which had been treated as an undifferentiated,
unproblematic analytical category by social scientists, is anything but. Making such a
distinction was not his goal when he began his ﬁeldwork in Villa Victoria, but by
comparing social processes at work in his ﬁeld site, Small developed the unexpected and
unintended conclusion that the concept of social capital may mask as much about life in
poor neighborhoods as it reveals. Small shifted the analytical lens through the process of
conducting research and in doing so challenged an important analytical category.
Fifth, comparative strategies allow scholars to contrast speciﬁc practices and
processes within a single ﬁeld site with the goal of understanding their effects.35 Take
Timothy Pachirat’s study of an industrial slaughterhouse as an example.36 Pachirat uses
an understudied institution as an exemplary case37 of a widespread political
phenomenon—in this instance, the means through which the violence of labor is
hidden from those who work in violent organizations—to build a model of “how
distance and concealment operate as mechanisms of power in modern society.”38 Thus,
while it might seem that Pachirat’s research is a classic single-case study, we would
suggest that the opposite is true: it is because Pachirat conducted his ethnography in a
comparative manner (albeit without prior planning) by being situated by the plant’s
management in different physical and role-deﬁned sites within the slaughterhouse that
he was able to see the institution as an exemplar of modern forms of power. One of the
book’s key moments is Pachirat’s reassignment from working in the liver-hanging room
to the kill ﬂoor. This transition provided an opportunity for comparison that became
available during the course of his single-sited ethnography.39 In his new position on the
“chutes,” Pachirat confronts, for the ﬁrst time, a living cow rather than a part of a cow’s
carcass. This moment crystallizes the way that his previous labor in the liver room
depended on killing. He is thus able to demonstrate how even those who engage in
violent labor may remain relatively unaware of this fact because they are physically and
visibly separated from direct acts of violence. The same is not true of workers on the kill
ﬂoor. Analytically, this change in work function is some of Pachirat’s best evidence that
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sight and concealment are practices through which violent labor can take place on an
industrial scale. Pachirat may not have intended to produce a comparative study, but the
analytical leverage he gets from comparing speciﬁc practices is clear: he can show the
processes through which the violence of that labor is hidden.
Although Pachirat may not have set out to work in the different position when he
entered the slaughterhouse, the change in job function allowed for a clear comparison of
the experience of working in different parts of the plant and the theoretical insights that
followed from those differences. Where Pachirat and his co-worker in the liver hanging
room were able to work with a certain amount of emotional ease because they did not
confront a living animal, working in the killing chutes created pronounced emotional
difﬁculties for the workers. Even as the employment of workers in both job functions
relies on the slaughterhouse’s killing function, this difference in emotional effects of the
labor shows how effective the practices of concealing violence deployed by the plant’s
management are for allowing individual slaughter.
Sixth, comparative research strategies may offer opportunities for cooperation
among ethnographers. Greater cooperation would not only bring valuable collegial
interaction to what is often an isolating endeavor but also expands the possibilities for
theoretical insights by leveraging the interpretations of multiple scholars. Ethnographies
are often produced by a single researcher working intensively in a single ﬁeld site for
years.40 Yet such an image is increasingly at odds with emerging forms of academic
labor that rely on the work of many academics, each of whom brings their own
conceptual or methodological strengths to a project. The same could easily be true for
ethnographers who could work in teams to conduct more interviews across more ﬁeld
sites while conducting more types of participant observation, in the process generating
more insights about the processes they are observing. This kind of collaborative work
by no means requires a comparative approach. For example, some scholars are already
engaging in collaborative ethnography to effectively study large-scale events like
international environmental conventions.41 Yet if we come to consider comparative
ethnography as a broadly valued methodological approach, it might open the door to
additional collaborative ventures.42
Take Javier Auyero’s inﬂuential work on food riots and party brokers in
Argentina.43 Working across neighborhoods in Buenos Aries and in provincial towns
farther aﬁeld, Auyero relies on the work of two research assistants to help him identify
ﬁeld sites, perform interviews, and analyze data to develop a compelling picture of the
hidden political party networks that underpinned the riots. Had he been working by
himself, it is difﬁcult to imagine that Auyero could have covered as much territory,
meaning that collaboration undoubtedly enhanced the amount of data he could analyze.
In more recent work, Auyero has coauthored ethnographies with individuals who could
spend more time on site and have access to people and materials unavailable to Auyero
himself.44 Doing ethnography comparatively in this way may reframe how we conceive
of authorship, in the process pushing us to change how we think of contributions made
by research assistants, both locals and those afﬁliated with a scholar’s home university.
It would also allow for collaboration by ethnographers who are differently embodied,
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diverse in nationality, and varied in temperament. In other words, it would open up
greater space for conversation about the relationships of power in which knowledge is
produced and what the theoretical consequences of such power might be,45 while
forcing scholars to be reﬂexive about the conditions under which they conduct their
work. In this sense, by potentially opening up the practice of ethnography to more
collaboration (and possibly opening up how we conceive of authorship), comparative
research designs may have as many intellectual advantages as practical ones.
Finally, incorporating comparative research strategies into ethnographic work may
help comparative scholars who are not ethnographers better understand the insights that
ethnography brings to broad political theorizing. Comparative methods could encourage
other scholars to see ethnographic work as theoretically innovative—as opposed to
simply empirical case studies—by refocusing attention on similarities or differences
among political processes as opposed to outcomes that may not have been readily
apparent until they were brought into relief through explicit comparison. Soss’ research
on the relationship between political involvement and welfare is an excellent example.46
In the study, he both disaggregates welfare recipients as a category and tackles the
puzzle of their relative quiescence as a larger group. Soss presents a convincing account
of how welfare programs are sites of “adult political learning” and how that process
relates to broader patterns of political participation by conducting his ethnography
comparatively. Through the comparative approach, Soss is able to uncover differences
in how experiences with two public assistance programs—Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) and Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)—shape
beliefs about the efﬁcacy of making demands on their programs and, as a result,
“broader orientations towards politics.”47 Following from the institution’s organizational conﬁguration, experiences with AFDC led clients to “believe that speaking out is
both ineffective and risky” and therefore to choose, more often than not, to remain
silent.48 SSDI clients, on the other hand, “develop a stronger sense that they play an
active role in the program” and are willing to speak up more as a result.49 These
experiences then shape impressions of other government institutions and the potential
efﬁcacy of political participation.
The patterns that Soss notes can only be uncovered through ethnography, and the
importance of those differences in shaping political outcomes can only be uncovered
through comparison. Soss deftly shows how the purposeful combination of comparison
and ethnography can provide insights that would not be available by working in one
organization alone. In doing so, he convincingly demonstrates both how ethnography
can make critical contributions to questions at the center of political science research
agendas and how comparative methodological strategies can allow ethnographers to
make novel theoretical claims.
From our understandings of peace building processes, to our concepts of democracy,
social capital, processes of social mobilization, and experiences with welfare, each of the
works cited here uses comparative insights to unsettle our assumptions about core
concepts in political science. The theoretical models that emerge from this comparative
work can strengthen the broad applicability of our analyses and the abilities of scholars of
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comparative politics speciﬁcally, and political scientists more broadly, to make important
contributions to what we know about our political and social worlds. By allowing
researchers to theoretically tack back and forth between empirical cases, comparison
strengthens understandings of differences and similarities in meaning-making processes
and adds to the possible insights generated through ethnographic inquiry.

Challenges of Doing Ethnography Comparatively and Approaches to
Addressing Them
Given these advantages, why might there be any issue with doing ethnography in a
comparative manner? As it happens, there are numerous possible challenges, which we
divide into two categories, one practical—the logistical difﬁculties of conducting
interpretive ethnographic work on more than one case—and one epistemological—the
potential tension between an analytical approach committed to meaning-making
practices and comparative methods rooted in the natural sciences. We take each in turn.
In a practical sense, comparative ethnography can be time-consuming and resourceintensive. Constrained research timelines, limited budgets, and the challenges of
negotiating access to multiple ﬁeld sites are real obstacles. Each one might make it
impractical to engage in research across multiple ﬁeld sites or organizations and might
dilute the quality of the data collected, as an ethnographer’s relationships in multiple
ﬁeld sites might be thinner than they would be in a single ﬁeld site. The challenges are
particularly acute for scholars who cannot get research leave during the semester, do not
receive sufﬁcient research support, or face pressures to publish quickly.50 The multicountry, multi-year ﬁeldwork that underpinned Autessere’s book on peacebuilding
described above, for instance, was made possible by numerous grants that are becoming
increasingly competitive and difﬁcult to access in many parts of the academy.51
Therefore, comparative ethnography simply may not be possible for every project or
every scholar.
However, even in the absence of generous funding and/or leave, there are often ways
to deal with these challenges. Indeed, while the practical challenges of comparative
ethnography may appear daunting, ethnographers informally engage in comparison all the
time, even if they are not explicit about how those comparisons inform their analysis. For
example, scholars may make comparisons to their hometowns, to previous research sites,
or even to other ethnographies. In other instances, and in keeping with the kind of purposive
comparison we describe here, they make comparisons among different practices within
one ﬁeld site—as with Pachirat’s different forms of labor in the slaughterhouse—or
meanings—as with Schaffer’s study of the multiple meanings of democracy in Senegal.
In such studies, however, the comparisons often remain implicit. By this we mean
one of three things: (1) while comparisons informed the ethnographer’s analysis, they
are not discussed in the text or remain ancillary (e.g., they were discussed only brieﬂy
and not fully developed); (2) two or more cases are the central focus of the analysis, but
the researchers do not explicitly and deliberately tack back and forth between cases to
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build a theoretical argument informed by the cases in reference to one another; or (3)
ethnographers do not discuss why the comparisons they deploy provide coherent insight
on the phenomenon they explore. Our point, as the examples above make clear, is that
scholars are already overcoming the logistical hurdles of comparative ethnography. The
change in analytical lens required to conduct comparative ethnography need not
necessarily require additional resources (although it may in some instances); the
practical challenges may be easier to overcome for some scholars than they appear.
Some ethnographers—particularly anthropologists, arguably the scholars most
closely associated with ethnography today—do explicitly analyze more than one case in
the service of a single study. A number of classic works in anthropology compare social
phenomena across two different cultural settings.52 Yet explicit use of comparative
methods has fallen out of fashion in the discipline.53 This points to the second major
challenge for comparative ethnography: an epistemological challenge that at ﬁrst glance
appears more difﬁcult to resolve than the practical challenges. Inﬂuenced by the advent
of poststructuralism and postcolonial studies, anthropologists have critiqued the ways
in which their peers from earlier generations often treated societies as closed wholes
that could be compared synchronically to one another or compared diachronically to
themselves utilizing evolutionary perspectives.54 Anthropologists, reacting to the
generalizing tendencies of these older traditions, questioned the value of comparison
so thoroughly that one respected anthropologist could write that by the late-1980s
“the word comparison itself has completely disappeared from the vocabulary of
methodological discourse.”55
Responding to this skepticism over societal-level comparison, contemporary
anthropologists who examine more than one place tend to refer to such research as
“multi-sited ethnography,” a different practice than what we advocate for here. In his
seminal article on multi-sited ethnography, George Marcus argues that the goal of
conducting ethnography in multiple places is “to examine the circulation of cultural
meanings, objects, and identities in diffuse time-space.”56 According to Burawoy,
Blum, George, Gille, and Thayer, the aim of such multi-sited ethnography is to
understand “the relations between sites,”57 allowing scholars to bring a global lens to
their analysis. For example, in a study of the interconnections between global criminal
networks and life in conﬂict zones, Nordstrom tracked the ﬂow of illicit goods into and
out of Angola by following trade routes from war-torn towns, across land borders where
goods were smuggled, and aboard freighter ships where goods traveled into or out of
Africa from ports in Europe, Asia, and the Americas.58 While she mentions numerous
different goods that are traded—gold, diamonds, and narcotics, among others—her goal
isn’t to show how they are differently traded, but that in following their common, illicit
trade routes one can see the broad connections between monetary gain in the global
North and war in the global South. The effect is to illustrate how secure areas in the
North are inherently connected to insecure areas in the South, regardless of how distant
they seem socially and politically.
Thus, multi-sited ethnography is a technique that might be used to examine
translocal processes such as the smuggling networks in Nordstrom’s analysis, migration
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and citizenship as in Ong’s work,59 or resource extraction as in Tsing’s work,60 but not
to compare how smuggling, migration, or resource extraction are done similarly or
differently in discrete ﬁeld sites. That is, these studies do not explicitly compare the
similarities or differences in a social phenomenon across cases, as, for example,
Klinenberg did for the relationship between mortality rates and social structure during
the Chicago heatwave in the study cited above. As a result, even as multi-sited
ethnographies have enormous intellectual beneﬁts, including recognition that ﬁeld sites
should rarely be treated as contained with their own autonomous logic,61 they do not
exploit the potential beneﬁts of doing ﬁeldwork in multiple ﬁeld sites with the goal of
comparing social phenomena across them. Comparative ethnography seeks to do
exactly that—to explicitly compare, as Lee, for example, does to show how different
workplace experiences in two factories in China explain why different regimes of
production emerged in each place.62
If explicit comparison can have important analytical beneﬁts, why has it been
critiqued by ethnographers? Underlying epistemic assumptions that many ethnographers make arguably pushed scholars away from comparative forms of ethnography and
towards multi-sited studies. Comparative methods—methodological guidelines that in
their positivist variants arguably require looking beyond the uniqueness of a place or
practice63—are seemingly antithetical to ethnographic research. In particular, the idea
that we could control for potential alternative explanations through proper case selection
chafes with (particularly interpretive) ethnographers’ efforts to explore ambiguities,
exploit incoherence, and develop theory from meanings as opposed to facts that can be
easily identiﬁed prior to ﬁeldwork and, therefore, held constant across cases. However,
as the works discussed above suggest, this effort to explore ambiguities should be one
of the major reasons for ethnographers to pursue comparative strategies, although it
requires that comparative ethnographers think differently about comparison than current
best practices in the discipline might suggest—what we call elsewhere “comparison
with an ethnographic sensibility.”64
Adopting an “ethnographic sensibility” requires attention not only to context,65 but
also to the political and social meanings that make that context intelligible.66 When
scholars adopt an ethnographic sensibility, they pay attention to how people make sense
of their worlds; they seek to “glean the meanings that the people under study attribute to
their social and political reality.”67 The approach requires that scholars attend to how an
individual’s understanding of the world is embedded in their interactions with others,
commit to understanding the work that language and other symbols do, and be open to
incoherence and instability as part of explanatory frameworks.68 If ethnographers
approach comparison as process, practice, and meaning driven—understanding the
dynamics and local understandings at work in speciﬁc political phenomena or discrete
contexts—scholars could incorporate ﬂuid and seemingly contradictory political
processes into their analyses and potentially understand the importance of those
meanings better by considering them comparatively (e.g., when Small looks at how
urban change interacts with preexisting forms of social capital, in the study described
above).
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This approach builds on recent scholarly efforts to embrace complexity in historical
analysis and to acknowledge that particular political circumstances that appear to be
similar cannot always be coded as such.69 These approaches to comparison are largely
compatible with commonly used comparative techniques like Mill’s methods of
similarity and difference,70 but they incorporate greater attention to context in their
explanatory accounts than strict adherence to Mill’s reliance on control would allow.
Our work extends these efforts by focusing on one aspect of context in our comparative
analysis: meaning-making practices. Instead of approaching comparison through a lens
of control over variables and variation in outcomes, comparison would be used by
ethnographers to help understand relevant processes at work in speciﬁc cases and
explore the relationship between local meanings and political concepts71 as in the
example of Schaffer’s work on the meanings of democracy in Senegal discussed above.
This approach requires comparative ethnographers to think differently about which
kinds of cases to compare and why. Where political scientists typically compare similar
or dissimilar outcomes, comparative ethnography might highlight political processes—
the dynamics, meanings, and practices that shape political life—as the proverbial
outcome of interest. For comparative ethnographers, meanings, processes, and practices
could become the core drivers of case selection, and variation in outcomes or perceived
starting points might not be critical. Scholars could look to “family resemblances”72
among cases and use them to produce novel theoretical arguments only possible when
one accepts that one’s objects of analysis need not map perfectly onto one another but
share important similarities nonetheless.73 Wedeen’s work on nationalism in Yemen
described below is an example.74 For comparative ethnographers, ensuring variation on
the dependent variable—a classic problem for positivist research designs—is not an
impediment because the goals are to provide a thick description of a particular political
process and to highlight similarities and differences in the processes at work.75 To
describe Soss’ work on the different relationships welfare recipients have with welfare
agencies as having a clear positive and negative value on the dependent variable would
be methodologically incoherent, for instance. The goal is to describe the difference in
the relationship. Moreover, to talk about independent and dependent variables could be
counterproductive as such language might artiﬁcially dissociate outcome from process,
divorce the process from the context, and reduce meaning to the outcome of static
variables.
Ultimately, comparative ethnographers will need to expand how they think about
what we compare and why. Comparison guided by attention to difference and
agreement76 offers a critical set of tools, but it may not always make the most sense for
comparative ethnographers. Indeed, strongly held assumptions about the work that
control can do in one’s analysis, or about human behavior as naturally interestmaximizing, are likely incompatible with interpretive ethnographic approaches as the
two share little epistemological terrain.
There is, however, epistemological overlap between those comparative approaches
that allow for the mutually constitutive ways in which people come to understand
themselves and their political actions and relationships. Some comparative approaches
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require assumptions that different people experience similar events in similar ways
across different contexts. For example, they might assume that the impact of an increase
in water prices on residents in one region of Bolivia would be the same as the impact of
an increase in water prices on residents of another region (assuming similar levels of
wealth and quantity or type of water needs).77 If there was protest in one region in
response to the increase, and not in another, we could assume that a similar increase in
water prices was not part of the explanation. These kinds of assumptions—that different
people experience similar events in similar ways—are ultimately incommensurable with
an interpretive ethnographic approach, but the process of comparison does not require
making these assumptions. Indeed, some of the best scholars in the comparative
historical tradition have shown how comparisons that incorporate the mutually
constitutive ways in which people understand themselves and their political actions
and relationships are possible.78 In sum, explicit comparison is not only compatible with
ethnographic approaches, but it also offers valuable possibilities for ethnographers.

When and Where Might Ethnographers Consider Employing Comparative
Research Designs?
Even as we argue that scholars can overcome the practical and epistemological
challenges of doing comparative ethnographic research, our claim is not that all
ethnographers can or should employ comparative methods or that all comparison should
be done ethnographically. Thus, the question remains: what kinds of research questions
or projects might beneﬁt from a comparative ethnographic approach?
Scholars may not know that a comparative methodological approach can enhance
their analytical insights until they are already well into a research project. For example,
Small’s dual conceptualization of social capital described above emerged through the
process of ethnography. In this sense, ﬁeldwork may also be necessary for researchers to
discover that the practices they are observing might ﬁt into a broader category of
analysis, which would then require comparative work to fully explore. While this may
pose challenges as researchers will need to adapt projects midstream or perhaps extend
research timelines, it does not have to pose undue burdens—and, in fact, adaptability is
already a part of some of the best ethnographies.79
In other cases, however, certain cues may signal to a researcher well before
ﬁeldwork begins that comparison of two or more cases will be valuable. One of these
cues might come in the form of preexisting explanations for, or understandings of, the
object of inquiry, particularly if there are strong prior claims in the scholarly literature or
widespread intuitive assumptions about what produces a given phenomenon. Wedeen’s
work on nationalism in Yemen offers a good case in point.80 Wedeen investigates the
processes through which national attachments are made. However, where much of the
inﬂuential literature connects the emergence of nationalism to the rise of the nation state
in Europe,81 Wedeen ﬁnds that Yemenis experience feelings of national belonging even
in the absence of a strong state. The attachments look different from many of their
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European counterparts—they are produced during punctuated moments as opposed to
the long-lasting feelings of attachment found in much of the Europeanist literature. She
makes these claims through at least two forms of comparison. The ﬁrst is an implicit
comparison between the Yemeni case and the cases at the heart of literature developed
in Europe. A second is a comparison of three exemplary events: presidential elections in
1999, the tenth anniversary celebration of the country’s uniﬁcation, and the arrest and
prosecution of Yemen’s ﬁrst “serial killer.” The events are apparently unrelated, yet
through Wedeen’s analysis they combine to create a picture of the processes through
which national identiﬁcations emerge.82
Although Wedeen’s analysis violates numerous tenets of conventional positivist
research design (most notably, selecting on the dependent variable by comparing only
“positive” cases of national attachment), it is nonetheless through comparison that her
arguments ﬁnd their analytical strength—even if, at ﬁrst glance, the events being
compared seem too different to be fruitfully compared. It is surprising, after all, that
such different events would work in similar ways to produce feelings of national
attachment. Through the comparison, Wedeen deftly shows how analysis of multiple
exemplary events can produce a coherent, convincing argument without worrying about
controlling for alternatives or selecting on the dependent variable. She also produces a
theory that challenges much of the existing literature on nationalism. These insights are
possible only because Wedeen’s ontological assumptions allowed her to categorize
them as instances of similar processes.
Second, comparison might be a particularly useful tool in studies where ethnographers
reveal what Martin calls “unidentiﬁed political objects.”83 Ethnographic immersion often
unearths political phenomena that have largely evaded scholarly attention. By rendering
these “objects” visible, ethnography offers critical insights into the practice and experience
of politics. This methodological strength could be even further enhanced by intentional
comparison with objects that already constitute a major ﬁeld of study. For example, Javier
Auyero’s study of citizen interactions with state bureaucracies in Argentina highlights the
ways in which waiting in government ofﬁces produces often overlooked forms of political
domination among the country’s poor.84 His insights are only possible because he compares
multiple practices by which state institutions and political actors produce subordination. It
was only after reﬂecting on the similar experiences of waiting that research subjects had
during previous projects about clientalist networks, service-related protests, and daily life in
a shantytown that the importance of waiting as a form of domination for the poor became
apparent. The theoretical implications of what might be called, in this case, a revealed
comparison emerged slowly, Auyero writes, but they are profound.85 In particular, by
studying the practice of waiting, Auyero reveals the daily practices through which the state
interpellates poor subjects to be obedient, a profound form of political domination given
how subtle it is. In sum, when ethnographers can compare seemingly mundane practices
with often-cited forms of politics, it might unearth previously overlooked political
phenomena that add to our theoretical insights.
Finally, ethnography involving the comparison of two or more cases might be
particularly useful for answering “how” questions and illustrating political processes.
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The approach allows scholars to get at this oft-ignored category of inquiry by
emphasizing practices and meanings. When we ask questions such as “how are national
attachments produced?”86; “how is rebellion sustained?”87; or “how are political
involvement and welfare programs connected?”,88 ethnography conducted through a
comparative methodological lens might be a powerful method through which to
approach the question. By comparing these phenomena across different cases—deﬁned
variously in these works as events (Wedeen), neighborhoods (Parkinson), and
organizations (Soss)—the scholars can show that their arguments about how political
processes operate are not limited to one speciﬁc case and, therefore, are potentially
generalizable to other cases. Thus, comparative ethnography helps address crucial
“how” questions embedded in long-standing but under-speciﬁed theoretical arguments
and, in doing so, draws attention to the nuance and complexity of political processes.
Conclusion
As the preceding discussion shows, explicitly utilizing comparisons can help ethnographers
develop new theoretical arguments and illuminate tensions inherent in categories of political
analysis. In particular, comparative ethnography can help to advance knowledge of topics
that are central to comparative politics speciﬁcally, and political science more broadly. A
comparative ethnographic approach can advance understandings of subjects ranging from
democracy, to nationalism, to collective action, to vigilante violence, just to name a few.89
Of course, conducting ethnography comparatively is not always going to be useful,
necessary, or feasible. It may require funding or leave time unavailable to many scholars. It
may also simply not make sense for the question driving a scholar’s research.
Nonetheless, we argue that conducting ethnography comparatively can have
numerous advantages for ethnographers looking to make novel theoretical claims that
translate across ﬁeld sites. Speciﬁcally, comparative ethnographies can uncover new
research questions and agendas by expanding the possibilities of what can be compared,
embracing context instead of trying to control it away, and allowing contradictions in
social practice to inform our understanding of political phenomena. While the utility of
this approach is not limited to this list, these areas of inquiry represent key spaces for
future theoretical and methodological development. Comparative ethnography adds to
both the contributions that ethnographers can make to social science and the insights that
comparison can bring to scholarly understanding of the political world. Ethnography
informed by comparative methods can unsettle the categories through which politics are
seen in the ﬁrst place and help to generate new understandings of the political.
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